1. Follow the link to ‘journal and book titles’ from the library website:

2. Use the buttons along the top of the screen to select ‘journals only’:

3. Use the drop-down menu to choose how to search. Note: if you do not know an exact title, use ‘title contains all words’ to broaden your search:

4. Enter the title, or a few keywords from the title, in the search bar:
5. The results list will indicate: 1) If Fielding has access to the journal; 2) The coverage dates to which we have access; and 3) The database in which the journal’s contents may be found:

Showing results 1 through 1 of 1 for the search: Title contains all words "journal applied behavioral science"

Refine Results: All | Journals Only | Books Only
Limit by: Peer Reviewed | Open Access

In the example above, we can see that:
- Fielding does have access because it came up in our results list
- Three databases contain content from this journal, each with different coverage dates
- Example: for coverage from March, 1999 – Present, we would use the SAGE Premier database.

You can replicate this process to search for any journal. If you have a citation, you can use this technique to see if we have full-text access to a particular article.